
The Beach Boys & Dave Mason - Aug 8, 2024

Surf's up, Long Island! The Beach Boys' "Endless Summer Gold 2024" tour swims to Jones
Beach on Thur, Aug. 8 - tix: http://THEBEACHBOYS.jonesbeach.com  - Veteran British rocker
and former Traffic member Dave Mason will open.

The Rock & Roll Hall of Fame group, co-founded by lead singer Mike Love, is best known for
’60s hits like “Good Vibrations,” “California Girls,” "I Get Around,” “Surfin’ Safari” and “God Only
Knows.” A recent “Grammy Salute to the Beach Boys” featured performances of some of their
most popular songs by artists like Beck, Brandi Carlile, Michael McDonald, Pentatonix, St.
Vincent, Weezer, Norah Jones, John Legend, and Mumford & Sons.

A limited-edition book, "The Beach Boys" by The Beach Boys, will be published on April 2. The
book will chronicle the group's career from its launch in 1961 and include remembrances from
band members as well as famous fans like Bob Dylan and Eric Clapton. 

Legendary Rock & Roll Hall of Fame musician and songwriter DAVE MASON announces plans
to join the iconic BEACH BOYS this coming spring and summer. Whether you live your life with
this music as the soundtrack or are a modern concert enthusiast, 'Dave Mason's Traffic Jam'' is
bound to leave you much more fulfilled, delighted, and buoyant— and that much closer to the
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brilliance of the music of Dave Mason.

To see this extraordinary guitar player, a soulful singer LIVE guarantees an evening of music as
astonishing as the legend Dave Mason himself. 'Dave Mason's Traffic Jam' is a must-see
concert that includes fan favorites and deep cuts from Traffic, Dave Mason, and other surprise
songs that share the story and important milestones in an undeniably powerful era of rock n' roll
history. 'Dave Mason's Traffic Jam' brings this all to life with multimedia visuals, dynamic set
lists, along with first-hand stories and memories that can only be shared authenticity by a man
who has lived it.  
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